CLEAN WATER
CHANGE A LIFE - CHANGE A VILLAGE
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THE FASTEST, EASIEST AND MOST COST EFFICIENT WAY
TO GET SAFE WATER

EMPOWER A VILLAGE
Recent studies have shown Sawyer filters eliminate up to 85% of all
diarrhea, 98% of which was obtained through water. The remaining
diarrhea was contracted through touching contaminated food and
inadequate washing which sanitation and hygiene education will
help to further reduce. When you eliminate waterborne disease
from a village you empower that village in more ways than you
can imagine.
Economic Impact
• Income is no longer spent on medical bills for preventable diseases.
• The filter pays for itself within a year with money that would have
been spent on medical bills or fuel/wood to boil water.
• Men and women are healthy enough to work and earn a living.
• Parents don’t have to stay home from work and tend to their sick
children.
• Children can attend school and get an education.
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Environmental Impact
Sawyer water filters are among the most significant developments in
the history of environmental conservation.
The filter completely eliminates the need to clean water by boiling.
The average family of four who cleans their water by boiling burns
the equivalent of 10 to 40 trees, 39 gallons of oil, or 211 pounds of
natural gas. The only energy source required by Sawyer filters is
gravity.

“We had not known the actual cause of constant illness of
our children until the filtration of water and the
community education on household hygiene and
sanitation was introduced in our community by MAP
International. Today, we are stronger as a community and
are much more able to be focused in all our work in the
fields than spending half a year in hospital with sickly
children. We will demand that government provides these
filters to every household!”
-Ugandan recipient of a water filter

PROVIDING JOBS

Not only are Sawyer filters being distributed for humanitarian aid, they
are also creating sustainable economic opportunities in several countries
around the globe.
According to the WHO, “Water management is a key factor in the global
battle to remove the scourge of extreme poverty and to build secure and
prosperous lives for hundreds of millions of people in the developing
world.”

A Sustainable Model
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Assembly line in Haiti

Sawyer has assembly facilities in Haiti, Rwanda, Ghana and Guatemala.
Currently these facilities are mainly servicing NGO’s and relief agencies.
However, in the near future sales of Sawyer’s commercial line of water
filters will create many more jobs as these low cost home systems are
marketed and sold on a mass scale to families in more urban areas.

DISASTER RESPONSE
Currently, Sawyer filters are being used in Haiti, Chile, Pakistan, Brazil,
Japan, and Indonesia to provide safe water to millions of people.
Sawyer filters offer a fast, efficient and sustainable solution to clean water
in the event of a natural disaster.
No electricity, chemicals or technical training is required. Not only will
these filters provide immediate relief after the disaster, the filters will still
be functioning years and years down the road.
You can find a Sawyer “Build your own emergency water kit” at many US
retail stores such as Cabelas, Bass Pro Shop and Lowes.
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Filters delivered by the UN to combat Cholera in Haiti

PRODUCTS
Sawyer water filters use Hollow Fiber Membranes, a technology developed for kidney dialysis. Our
filters are comprised of tiny "U" shaped micro tubes that allow water to enter into their cores through
tiny micro pores. The pointONE Filter’s™ pores are so small (0.1 micron absolute) that no harmful
bacteria including those which cause Cholera , Typhoid and E. Coli, protozoa, or cysts can get through.
The filter attains the highest level of filtration available today exceeding US EPA standards for drinking
water. If viruses are an issue we offer the PointZERO TWO Purifier™ (0.02 micron absolute pores).

PointONE Filter™
U

Create a point of use water filtration system in minutes by affixing the 0.1 micron filter to a locally found
plastic container. Fill up the bucket with water from a lake, stream, borehole, contaminated well and
gravity does the rest. This fast flowing system produces more than enough clean, safe water for a family’s
daily drinking, cooking and cleaning needs. With proper maintenance the filter never needs replacing.
When it clogs or slows down simply backwash it with the included syringe.
Removes: ALL harmful bacteria and protozoa
Output: Up to 360 gallons per day using gravity. Increase the output with additional filters or increased
head pressure.
Life expectancy: Capable of lasting decades
Weight: 8 ounces, find a bucket when you get in country.

Squeeze Filter
U

Don’t trust the tap or bottle water abroad? This filter screws directly on to most threaded
water bottles as well as the reusable pouches included with the filter. You can either
squeeze the pouch and filter water into a different container/water bottle or drink directly
from the filter. This lightweight filter is perfect for traveling.
Removes: ALL harmful bacteria and protozoa
Output: As fast as you can drink
Life expectancy: Capable of lasting decades
Weight: 3 ounces

PointZERO TWO Purifier™
U

Ideal for remote medical clinics, this 0.02 micron purifier removes viruses in addition to all harmful
bacteria and protozoa without the use of chemicals. Affix the purifier to a plastic container and gravity
does the rest. Turn swamp water into surgical water in seconds.
Removes: ALL harmful bacteria and protozoa as well as viruses
Output: Up to 150 gallons per day using gravity. Increase the output with additional filters or
increased head pressure.
Life expectancy: Capable of lasting decades
Weight: 12 ounces, find a bucket when you get in country

10” Filter Unit
U

Get up to 5,000 gallons of clean water for your home, school, hospital, office building, etc. with our new
10” filter. This unit easily attaches to your indoor plumbing and removes the harmful contaminants
before they reach your faucet. The 10 “ filter can be used with household or commercial building pressure
(60psi) as well as with very low pressures and gravity feed applications. This unit is available pre-plumbed
with brass or PVC and includes a regulator which allows you to safely clean the filter by backwashing it at
an exact pressure.

Removes: ALL harmful bacteria and protozoa
Output: Up to 5,000 gallons per day
Life expectancy: Capable of lasting decades
Weight: 8 lbs

WON’T YOU JOIN US?
Imagine a world where everyone has access to clean water - Where mothers can provide safe water to their
children - Where sickness doesn't rob those children of their education and childhood.
Imagine a world where money doesn't have to be spent on buying medication for preventable diseases, but is
spent feeding children starving.
Imagine where parents can feel healthy enough to work and earn a living so they can help change their world
for the better.
You can help make that world a reality.
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VISIT POINTONEFILTER.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION
CONTACT US
SAWYER PRODUCTS, INC.
P.O. BOX 188, SAFETY HARBOR, FL 34695
PHONE: 727.725.1177 - Ext 21 Ask for Donna
TOLL FREE 800.356.7811 -- Ext 21 Ask for Donna
FAX: 727.725.1954
EMAIL: POINTONEFILTER@SAWYER.COM

